amplification
amplitude spectrum
analog filter
analog-to-digital conversion
aperiodic time function
autocorrelation function
autocovariance function
binary notation
coding
complex conjugate
complex Fourier spectrum
complex notation
continuous time function
correlation coefficient
crosscovariance function
detrending
discrete spectra
Discrete Fourier Transform
discrete time function
dynamic range
dergodicity
Euler's relation
Fourier cosine transformation
Fourier series representation
Fourier transform
frequency bin
frequency domain
frequency range
fundamental frequency
Gaussian distribution
harmonic
imaginary Fourier coefficient
inverse Fourier transform
kurtosis
lag
line spectrum
mean square value
multiplexing
narrow-band noise process
Parseval's theorem
periodic time function
phase spectrum
power spectrum
quantization
quantization noise
quantization step size
quasiperiodic signal
radian
real Fourier coefficient
real notation
repetitive time function
root mean square
sampling
sampling interval
sampling rate
skewness
slew time
spectrum
stochastic process
time domain
time sampling
total power
trend
variance
wide-band noise process
wavenumber